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Abstract — The TacSat-4 spacecraft carries a solar cell
experiment characterizing a string of 3 triple-junction 1-sun solar
cells and a string of triple junction solar cells under a flexible,
linear Fresnel lens providing approximately 6 times solar
concentration. TacSat-4 flies in a highly elliptical, four hour orbit,
passing through proton and electron radiation belts 12 times per
day. The damage to solar cells in this environment is severe. In
this paper we examine the solar cell damage rates of the two solar
cell strings.
Index Terms — radiation effects, photovoltaic cells.

This paper reports on the solar cell string I-V curves.
On the –Y array is a flat-plate string of three Emcore BTJM
cells thinned to 100 microns with 150 micron thick, AR coated
CMG cover glass, bonded with DC 93-500 silicone adhesive.
A photograph of the cells is shown in Fig. 1. The +Y array has

I. SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
TacSat-4, a communication satellite built for the DOD
Operationally Responsive Space (ORS) office. It carries with
it the TacSat-4 Solar Cell Experiment (TSCE) [1] and a
radiation spectrometer, Compact Environmental Anomaly
Sensor (CEASE).[2] Together, these two experiments offer
insight into the HEO radiation environment, the solar cell
degradation rate and how future spacecraft can mitigate
against these effects.
The TacSat-4 spacecraft has two gimbaled solar arrays made
from rigid honeycomb structure, one on either side of the
spacecraft, along the +Y and –Y body axes. On each side,
there is a string of three solar cells characterized with 4-wire
I-V curves and a single cell measured at short circuit current.
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Fig. 2) Stretched Lens Array (SLA) on TacSat-4.

a string of Emcore ATJ concentrator cells with 508 micron
thick, AR coated CMG cover glass, under a variation of a
single-axis Fresnel lens known as a “stretched lens array”
(SLA) providing X6.34 solar concentration. [3] A photograph
of the SLA coupon is shown in Fig. 2. The pointing
requirement in the critical axis was ±2 degrees which is tighter
than the TacSat-4 solar array tracks the sun. Nominally the
arrays have a ±5 degree dead band around normal incidence.
The SLA is flexible and designed to collapse to reduce
stowage volume if used in a full array. [4] The SLA, in our
case, was held in a rigid frame. Launching the lens in the
deployed state was necessary for simplicity but unfortunately
makes it susceptible to damage from launch vibration.
However, ground vibration testing showed that it could
withstand expected loads.
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II. OPERATIONS
TacSat-4 launched on 27 September 2011 into a highly
elliptical, 4-hour orbit (HEO) (12050 km X 700 km), at 63.4
degree inclination, taking it through the electron and proton
radiation belts 12 times per day. Pre-flight analysis of the
TacSat-4 solar array, which uses Emcore ATJ cells behind 150
micron CMG and 50 microns of DC 93-500 adhesive,
predicted a ~25% loss of power after 12 months. The BTJM
cells in the test flat-plate string have a radiation damage
coefficient nearly identical to ATJ cells, and are therefore a
good proxy for the solar array.
During the initial spacecraft checkout it was difficult to
schedule TSCE data collection thus the data is sparse for the
first three months. However, after that, data collection was
scheduled daily.
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The I-V instrumentation provides a time-varying load across
the solar cell string(s) biasing the cells through their I-V curve
in 0.5 seconds. The current and voltage signals are buffered
and scaled to the spacecraft bus A/D 0-10V input channels.
The bus samples the current and voltage at an effective
frequency of 150Hz. The I-V cycle is repeated 10 times
resulting in a significantly oversampled I-V curve. Details of
the I-V instrumentation are found in reference [1]. The I-V
electronics were designed to demonstrate a circuit capable of
supporting the on-board solar array diagnostic requirement in
AIAA S-122-2007, “Electrical Power Systems for Unmanned
Spacecraft.” The circuit is capable of meeting the S-122-2007
requirement up to a 25kW array.
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Fig. 3) I-V curves from the BTJM flat-plate string.

with the observed loss from the BTJM flat-plate cells. AP/E8
and AP/E9 radiation models under predict the radiation
damage to the BTJM cells, while modeling using the CEASE
data accurately reflects the enhanced damage observed. The
CEASE data slightly under predicts the damage, but the
damage model only takes into account the cell damage, not
damage to the cover glass or adhesive. The discontinuities
where the data fall from the trend line, just after the first
month, we believe, are a measurement artifact associated
higher temperature when those data were acquired and not a
sudden performance loss. The trends however are seen even
before temperature compensation. Clearly, the radiation
models do not sufficiently predict the radiation damage for the
TacSat-4 orbit.

A. BTJM Measurement Results

	
  The data presented here are corrected for sun-earth distance
but not for temperature. The presented I-V data were taken
close to the same conditions (temperature 48°C-55°C) to
minimize the effects of temperature variation. In a future
paper we discuss the temperature effects.
Fig. 3 plots the I-V curves for the BTJM string in 5-month
intervals. The majority of the damage occurs in the first 5
months and then the damage rate slowed considerably. The
reduction in power after just 5 months was 28%, greater than
the total expected damage after an entire year. For the first
year, the total loss of power was close to 35%. The immediate
question that comes to mind is, “Are the solar cells less
radiation tolerant than expected, or is the environment
radiation dose higher than in present radiation models?”
The CEASE instrument resolved this question and measured
proton flux above 5 MeV significantly higher than predicted in
the radiation environment models AP-8 or AP-9. [5,6]
Fig. 4 shows the first 6 months predictions for power loss
based on AP8/AE8 andAP9/AE9 models, showing
degradation using the maximum values with AP/E-8 and the
95% confidence level with AP/E-9, as well as that predicted
using the radiation data measured from CEASE all plotted

Fig. 4) Predicted and actual radiation damage for the TSCE BTJM
cells.

B. Stretched Lens Array Measurement Results
The SLA results are more difficult to interpret
quantitatively. The lack of data at the beginning of the
mission combined with the sun tracking dead-band made
it difficult to capture an unambiguous baseline
performance. That being said, the SLA results show clear
trends. For the first 6 months of the mission the SLA
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experienced only a 10% drop in power compared to the
BTJM flat plate loss of 28%. This superior performance
is attributed to the thicker cover glass, 500 microns on the
SLA cells vs. 150 microns for the flat plate, afforded by
having smaller cells on the SLA with extra shielding
provided by the lens itself.
Fig. 5 shows the progression of SLA I-V performance.
During the seventh month, the SLA showed a marked
decrease in current, and the I-V curve shape began to show
the effects of non-uniform irradiance on the three seriesconnected cells in the receiver. We interpret this loss as
the beginning of lens failure, resulting in varying amounts
of focused light on the three cells due to varying effective
lens aperture area. T h e n o t c h i n t h e I - V c u r v e
corresponds to conduction in a bypass diode for
t h e l e a s t i l l u m i n a t e d c e l l . Current loss and I-V
curve shape distortion accelerated in the following
months and, after 14 months, the lens completely failed,
leaving only a one-sun I-V curve for the three cell circuit.
We know from previous ground tests and flight tests [7]
the UV-rejection-coated silicone (Dow Corning 93-500)
maintains excellent transmission over the spectral range of
energy conversion by triple junction cells after long-term
UV exposure (e.g., 4 years on the ISS and many thousands
of equivalent sun hours of ground test UV), significant
electron and proton radiation exposure (e.g., 15 years of
GEO AE8/AP8), and thermal cycling (20 years on GEO).
We also know the notch in the IV curve is not due to a
uniform optical degradation of the lens material, which
would lead to a simple drop in ISC for all three cells with
no notch in the combined I-V curve. So lens darkening
was not the cause of the drop in current and change in
shape of the I-V curve on SLATE. Further evidence of this
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Fig. 5) I-V curves from the Stretched lens array.

conclusion is shown by the one-sun I-V curve at the end of
the mission (red curve in Fig. 5). This I-V curve is nearly
identical short circuit current to the pre-flight, no lens I-V
curve, showing that the thicker cover glass provided
protection from the enhanced radiation environment and
the lens failure was in fact, the physical removal of the
lens from in front of the cells.

Other research [Refs. 8, 9,10] on the degradation of
mechanical properties of silicones after charged particle
radiation, found DC 93-500 and other silicones continually
harden (hardness increases), stiffen (elastic modulus
increases significantly, elongation at failure decreases
significantly), and weaken (especially in tear resistance)
with increasing radiation dose.
The SLA lens was initially stretched 2% at room
temperature during mounting to TacSat-4. This fixed
strain would lead to higher stress levels (both tension and
tearing) in the silicone lens as the modulus increased due
to radiation.
This constantly increasing tear stress
combined with decreasing tear resistance led to eventual
tearing of the SLA lens, with the tear finally proceeding all
the way across the lens. So the lens failure on SLATE was
likely due to the combined effects of continuous stress
plus radiation degradation of mechanical properties. In
contrast, the mini-dome lenses which flew on PASP+ [Ref.
7 and 11] were made of the same DC 93-500 material with
the same type of UV-rejection coating, and they performed
well during this earlier high-radiation mission, with less
than 3% total loss of Isc from all effects (lens degradation,
cover glass & adhesive degradation, and GaAs/GaSb cell
degradation) and with no lens failures. But the 12 PASP+
mini-dome lenses were not stretched, and they had very
low stress levels for the full mission.
As discussed above, the original version of the SLA
requires the flexible lens material to be placed in
continuous tension (typically 2% strain at room
temperature) for the life of the deployed array. The strain
levels will be even higher at the coldest point in the orbit
as the array passes in and out of the Earth’s shadow. The
presently preferred stretched lens material is silicone
rubber, specifically Dow Corning DC 93-500 material,
which is mechanically very weak (with an initial tensile
strength of about 7 MPa, an initial modulus of elasticity
of about 1 MPa and a gigantic coefficient of thermal
expansion coefficient (about 300 ppm/ºC). As discussed
above, the SLA on TacSat-4 performed well for the first
six months of the flight, but then suffered a dramatic drop
in current in the 7th month, and finally fell to one-sun
power levels in the 14th month. The TacSat-4 I-V curve
data are fully consistent with a partial lateral tear or rip in
the lens in the 7th month, with the tear continuing to
extend across the lens until complete lens separation in the
14th month.
As discussed above, we now better understand the
effects of high radiation dose on the mechanical properties
of the silicone material, leading to harder, stiffer (higher
modulus) weaker (especially tear resistance) material as
the radiation dose increases. For a fixed strain design like
that used on SLA, the stress in the lens (tension and tearing
stress) will continually increase due to the modulus
increase with radiation dose, and the tearing strength will
continuously decrease with radiation dose. The lens
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Office of Force Transformation (OFT) and Operationally
Responsive Space (ORS) Office sponsored portions of TacSat4 development and operations.
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Fig. 6) Stretched Fresnel Lens Solar Concentrator with strands
strengthening the Stretched Lens.	
  

failure is therefore best explained due to the combined
effects of continuous strain plus radiation degradation of
mechanical properties.
A new patent-pending development is expected to solve
this SLA lens problem by introducing lightweight strands
of high strength material such as Kevlar, Vectran, or fine
aluminum wires (Fig. 6). The mechanical load from
tensioning the stretched lens will be carried by the strands
embedded or bonded to the silicone lens. The lens itself is
supported by these strands, and always remains in a low
stress condition, much like the mini-dome lenses which
performed well on PASP+. This improved SLA will offer
a stiffer, more thermally stable, and with longer lifetime
than the original SLA, and the same excellent performance
metrics as the original.
III. SUMMARY
The TSCE provided a valuable opportunity to compare multijunction cells in concentrator and flat-plate configurations
side-by-side in a high radiation environment. The on-orbit
degradation of the flat-plate array is consistent with the proton
radiation environment measured by CEASE but is
substantially higher than that predicted by the radiation
models AP-8 or AP-9. Future mission in similar high radiation
orbits should be aware that current analytical models may not
accurately predict solar cell degradation.
The SLA concentrator demonstrated the benefits of smaller
cell area allowing for thicker cover glass without a significant
mass penalty. The increased radiation shielding of the cover
glass resulted in a reduced power degradation rate compared
to the flat-plate string. Ultimately though, the SLA suffered a
mechanical failure which will be addressed in future SLA
designs.
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